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Details result in perfection.  
Visign flush plates from Viega.

Level
Level mounting – for the stylish integration of surface and actuation. Page 4

Touchless
Sensitive – for hygienic comfort actuation without fingerprints.  Page 6

Luxury
Visign for More – for the highest requirements of form, function and material. Page 8

Puristic
Visign for Style – for aesthetic highlights in the bathroom. Page 18

Colours, light, furniture and fixtures make 
a room stand out. But only the details give 
it unique character. Details such as the 
Visign flush plates from Viega.

The design, exclusive yet unobtrusive gives 
ample scope for composition. The back-
ground technology ensures maximum 
user comfort. The sum of these character-
istics makes a perfect detail out of a func-
tional product.
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Good design does not have to stand out 
to be noticed. The level-mounted variants 
of the Visign flush plates are proof of this. 
With the exception of the designs with 
rounded-off edges, all flush plates of  
the Visign for More and Visign for Style 
series can be installed to form an form an 
absolutely level surface together with the 
wall. Only the buttons stand out on the wall. 
The flush plates thus blend harmoniously 
in the surrounding wall of tiles.

This is made possible by an installation 
frame which is easily adjustable to different 
tile thicknesses. And what is more: The 
exclusive natural stone functional unit for 
Visign for Style 12 even allows the tile used 
on the wall to be mounted within the flush 
plate, giving an actuation surface that blends 
invisibly into the bathroom’s surface design.

Level: 
level-mounted actuation.

Flush-mounted  
installation frame for  
Visign for More
WC 643 096
Urinal 643 102

Level-mounted  
installation frame for  
Visign for Style
WC 643 072
Urinal 643 089

Functional unit for natural 
stone coverings
WC 645 182
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Hersteller:
Produktkategorie:
Typ:
Modell:
Registrierungsnummer:

Viega GmbH & Co. KGViega GmbH & Co. KGViega GmbH & Co. KGViega GmbH & Co. KG
WCSpülsystemWCSpülsystemWCSpülsystemWCSpülsystem
SpülkastenSpülkastenSpülkastenSpülkasten
Visign 2HVisign 2HVisign 2HVisign 2H
WS1008220110207WS1008220110207WS1008220110207WS1008220110207

Wasser Effizienz KriterienWasser Effizienz KriterienWasser Effizienz KriterienWasser Effizienz Kriterien

Spülmenge 6,0 l
Spülmenge 5,0 / 4,0 l

Mit SpülstoppFunktion
Zweimengenspülung

Informationen Betrieb und Montage: www.wellonline.eu.
A Label of EUnited Valves
European Valve Manufacturers Association

Visign for More 100 sensitive  
TG*, clear/light grey
WC 622 671
Urinal 735 616

Visign for More 100 sensitive  
TG*, parsol/black
WC 615 895
Urinal 735 623

Visign for More 105 sensitive  
TG*, white/traffic white
WC 759 063

Visign for Style sensitive
Plastic, jet black
WC 759 070

* tempered glass
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By means of a colour code, 
the WELL label indicates how 
efficiently the fitting controls 
the water consumption. Here, 
Visign for More sensitive 
flush plates by Viega achieve 
top results.

Touchless: Visign for More sensitive  
and Visign for Style sensitive.
Experience the advantages of electroni-
cally actuated flushing: perfect hygiene, 
no fingerprints, and perfectly even, easy-
to-clean surfaces. To actuate full or reduced 
flushing, just pass your hand by the flush 
plate. The result: no-compromise comfort 
with the added benefit of significantly  
reduced water consumption, as confirmed 
by the WELL label. 

The Visign for More sensitive flush plates 
are particularly unobtrusive: Being actu-
ated by means of electronics, they do not 
need any raised buttons. Thus, the flush 
plate has an on-wall construction height 
of only 7 mm. The glass material brings 
extra lightness and brilliance.

Visign for More 100 sensitive
The circular control fields are set off against 
the straight-lined contour of this flush plate. 
The accompanying urinal actuation via 
infrared technology also uses this lean 
design language.

Visign for More 105 sensitive
With soft geometric design and rounded-
off edges, Visign for More 105 sensitive 
perfectly blends in with organic bathroom 
compositions. Satin-finished details and 
utilisation of high-grade clear glass addi-
tionally complete the overall picture.

Visign for Style sensitive
Visign for Style sensitive is based on the 
successful design of Visign for Style, but 
is entirely touchless in operation. The design 
plate offers additional orientation in dark 
rooms through the use of high-grade pho-
toluminescent paints - and entirely without 
additional light sources.



Visign for More 105 sensitive  
TG*, white/traffic white
WC 759 063
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Your bathroom configuration provides a lot of space – except 
for compromises. Viega Visign for More stands for perfection 
in every aspect: From the design by the well-known Artefakt 
studio over state-of-the art technology up to high-grade mate-
rials such as metal and glass. Thus, every Visign for More flush 
plate fulfils the highest demands in visual appearance and 
operating comfort.

Luxury: 
Visign for More
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Visign for More 105 
Metal, chrome plated
WC 758 844
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Visign for More 100.

The floating appearance and the smooth 
level surface give Visign for More 100 its 
exceptional lightness. Actuation is by press-
ing lightly on the plate.

 ■ rear cover plate can be level-mounted
 ■ smooth-running dual flush technology 
thanks to Bowden cable unit

 ■ also available as touchless Visign for 
More 100 sensitive actuation

Metal,  
chrome matt
WC 597 443
Urinal 599 348

Metal,  
stainless steel colours
WC 597 450
Urinal 599 355

TG*, parsol/black
WC 597 498
Urinal 599 393

TG*, clear/light grey
WC 597 481
Urinal 599 386

*  tempered glass
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Here and page 11:
Metal, chrome plated
WC 597 436
Urinal 599 331
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Here and page 13:
TG*, parsol/black
WC 597 429
Urinal 599 393
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Visign for More 101.

Timeless design is created from high-grade 
materials and clear lines. Visign for More 
101 demonstrates this in a particularly 
impressive way by its minimalist design. 
The WC actuation buttons arranged one 
above the other control the large and small 
flush volume. 

 ■ rear cover plate can be level-mounted
 ■ smooth-running dual flush technology 
thanks to Bowden cable unit

 ■ suitable for Visign for More 100 urinal 
actuation

Metal,  
chrome plated
WC 597 368
Urinal 599 331

Metal,  
stainless steel colours
WC 597 382
Urinal 599 355

Metal,  
chrome matt
WC 597 375
Urinal 599 348

TG*, clear/light grey
WC 597 412
Urinal 599 386
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Here and page 15:
Metal, chrome plated
WC 598 457
Urinal 599 003

Metal,  
stainless steel colours
WC 598 471
Urinal 599 027

Metal,  
chrome matt
WC 598 464
Urinal 599 010

The classic design of the Viega Visign 
series appeals with its noble materials and 
the lean design language. The character-
istic design of Visign for More 104 is also 
continued for the Visign Multiplex Trio MT3 
bathtub fitting set and harmonises with the 
timeless products of many fitting manu-
facturers.

 ■ can be level-mounted
 ■ smooth-running dual flush technology 
thanks to Bowden cable unit

Visign for More 104.
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Here and page 17:
TG*, white/traffic white
WC 758 820

TG*, white/traffic white
WC 758 820

TG*, parsol/black
WC 758 837

Metal, chrome plated
WC 758 844

Metal, chrome matt
WC 758 950

With modern soft geometric design with 
rounded-off edges and high-grade, pre-
cisely processed materials: The appearance 
of Visign for More 105 convinces as well 
as the proven technology behind it.

 ■ smooth dual flush technology thanks 
to Bowden cable unit

Visign for More 105.

*  tempered glass
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Whether family bathroom or semi-public washrooms – the flush 
plates of the Visign for Style series not only convince by their 
ease of operation and reliable quality. They also introduce fresh 
design highlights to the bathroom, proving that perfection is not 
just a question of luxury.

Puristic:  
Visign for Style.
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Visign for Style 11
Plastic, alpine white
WC 597 108
Urinal 598 501
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Visign for Style 10.

Plastic, 
stainless steel colours
WC 597 054
Urinal 721 787

Plastic, 
chrome-plated
WC 596 323
Urinal 721 763

Plastic, 
chrome matt
WC 596 347
Urinal 721 770

Plastic, 
pergamon/camee
WC 596 330
Urinal 721 800

Visign for Style 10 not only convinces by 
its design but also by its feel. The curved 
actuation buttons for the dual flush technol-
ogy are comfortable to touch.

 ■ can be level-mounted
 ■ mechanical dual flush technology

Here and page 21:
Plastic, alpine white
WC 596 316
Urinal 721 756

Plastic, 
jet black
WC 686 543
Urinal 721 794

For further colours, 
see catalogue.
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Plastic,  
chrome matt
WC 597 139
Urinal 598 532

Plastic,  
chrome-plated
WC 597 115
Urinal 598 518

Plastic,  
alpine white
WC 597 108
Urinal 598 501

Visign for Style 11.

Visign for Style 11 combines the clear 
contour of the plate with the soft curves of 
the actuation button.

 ■ can be level-mounted
 ■ smooth-running dual flush technology 
thanks to Bowden cable unit

Here and page 23:
Plastic, chrome-plated
WC 597 115

For further colours, see catalogue.
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Here and page 25:
Cover plate: TG*, parsol/black
Actuator: Plastic, chrome-plated
WC 690 632
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For further colours, see catalogue.
*  tempered glass

Plastic,  
stainless steel colours
WC 597 283
Urinal 599 287

TG*, clear/light grey
WC 687 854

TG*, parsol/black  
WC  687 861

Visign for Style 12.

Free from flourishes and above any trend 
– this is Visign for Style 12. The flush plate 
is available in different materials and mate-
rial combinations. Thus, it gives you unlim-
ited freedom for your bathroom design.

 ■ can be level-mounted
 ■ smooth-running dual flush technology 
thanks to Bowden cable unit

Plastic,  
alpine white
WC 596 743

Plastic,  
chrome matt
WC 597 276
Urinal 599 270
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Here and page 27:
Plastic, chrome-plated
WC 654 504
Urinal 654 788
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Plastic, chrome matt
WC 654 528
Urinal 654 801

Plastic, alpine white
WC 654 498
Urinal 654 771

Visign for Style 13.

Form follows function – Visign for Style 13 
is based on this design principle from  
design and architecture. The flush plate 
consequently focuses the two-part pres-
sure point as the design element.

 ■ mechanical dual flush technology
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Here and page 29:
Plastic, chrome matt
WC 654 719
Urinal 654 597
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Plastic,  
chrome-plated
WC 654 696
Urinal 654 573

Plastic,  
stainless steel colours
WC 654 726
Urinal 654 603

Plastic,  
alpine white
WC 654 689
Urinal 654 566

For further colours, see catalogue.

Visign for Style 14.

Hard contours, pleasant haptics and the 
clear focus on the actuation field – Visign 
for Style 14 design sets an aesthetic focus 
in your bathroom.

 ■ can be level-mounted
 ■ mechanical dual flush technology
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Viega entry chute.

Visign for Style 10 convinces already by its 
haptics, design and excellent technology. 
But now there is another innovative techni-
cal feature. With the Viega entry chute, 
cleaning tablets can be introduced into the 
cistern easily and precisely. The flush plate 

is held safely on the tile by magnets. This 
allows the cover plate to be withdrawn 
easily to the front. The cleaning tablets can 
be introduced into the flushing water with-
out being a hindrance by a basket inside 
the cistern.
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Viega Holding GmbH & Co. KG
Viega Platz 1
57439 Attendorn
Germany

Phone +49 (0) 2722 61 - 1572

viega.com


